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The All-In-One
True Level Access Pod









Ease of access, designed to fit any room within
the home
Easy installation - With minimal disruption




Quick solution for temporary & permanent
installations



Minimal making good to floors & walls



Omnicare shower-Incorporating grab rail
*Support load max 150kg (23 Stone)





Configure the enclosure to your requirements



No additional costs



True level access slip resistant tray
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Optional toilet and wash hand basin
Lights & extractor fan
Curtain & rail

Can be fitted with shower seat

Air assisted doors that open inwards & outwards
Silicone Free making it easy to keep clean.

Additional grabs rails can be installed to suit
user’s needs

2 Year Service Guarantee inclusive of installation
& removal
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The All-In-One
True Level Access Pod
Bickford’s innovative and easy-to-install All in one True
level access Pods are ideal for clients and families who
do not want to adapt their bathroom to a permanent
wet floor. The pod enables a person to quickly benefit
from showering, especially when immediate needs
are paramount. The pod has been designed to fit in
any room where water, waste and power supply have
been made available. Where no suitable plumbing is
available, wastewater can simply be pumped away.
The Pod also benefits from the fact that it can be
relocated and recycled, it provides great flexibility to
end-users and enables local authorities and housing
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associations to best reflect their varied tenants’ needs.
Private landlords also embrace the cubicle given that
a property can easily be made good once the Pod
has been re-sited in another property compared to a
permanent wet floor adaptation.
Bickford’s True level access pod provides complete
showering and toileting facilities all in one. The Pod
provides a watertight showering enclosure, with the
added WC and hand basin completing the facilities
available to enhance personal care.
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Stair Lifts
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Stair Lifts
Straight stair lifts are for use on stair cases that
only travel in one single straight line, without
interruption from landings or platforms, turns
or curved steps.

We offer three different straight stair lift systems and a choice
of seats, this is to ensure that the lift is best tailored to you,
your needs and your budget.  A lot of homes have staircases
that go around at least one corner, sometimes stairs can
be tight and stairs may be narrow. Our made to measure
curved stair lifts can travel around corners,across immediate
landings and up spiral stair cases. Our stair lifts are designed
around your staircase and your individual needs.
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Through Floor Lifts
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Through Floor Lifts
Our through floor lifts are ideal for people
who cannot negotiate the stairs to access the
bathroom and bedroom and who do not want to
lose a room downstairs to have a bathroom fitted.
Where possible a through floor lift can be fitted giving
the customer their independence to bathe freely and
independently. It is also a more cost-effective solution than
an extension.

Our through floor lifts are powered electronically and has
an eco-friendly motor. It can be used only when needed so
the floor space is free until you call it. It is large enough to
accommodate a wheelchair user and not too intrusive in your
home. It can only be used by one single person at any one time.
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Ceiling Track Hoists
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Ceiling Track Hoists
Our ceiling track hoists are a great solution
for customers who do not have much space
and with different models to choose from they
eliminate the need for manual lifting.

Selecting a ceiling track lifting system offers a solution that
is always in place, requires a minimum floor space and very
easy to use.
It eliminates the need for manual lifting while providing a
large lifting area and allows both low and very high lifting
options.
There are different models and varieties for the required
features, functionality and lifting capacity.
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Toilet Solutions
The Doc M toilet
Our Doc M toilets are designed to meet the needs of all users and comply with all the requirements of the latest
building control. Doc M toilets can be installed individually or as a Doc M package including white or blue grab rail
bars, seats, hinged support rails, wash hand basins and an additional paddle flush. Please contact us for more details.

The Doc M toilet













With close-coupled cistern



User detection



Integrated storage water heater



Odour extraction unit with active carbon filter can
be activated
Spray arm with nozzle can be extended for male
or female washing



Washdown WC with dirt-repellent ceramic surface



Adjustable storage water heater operating mode
(ON/OFF/economy mode)



Spray intensity can be set to seven different levels

Spray arm can be set to seven different positions
Pulsating massage spray can be activated

Adjustable oscillating spray (automatic forward
and reverse motion of the spray arm)
Adjustable shower water temperature
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Shower spray gradually cools down continuously
during shower procedure
Automatic pre-rinsing of spray nozzle with fresh
water and post-rinsing with Gerberitnozzle
cleaner
Dryer can be activated

Adjustable dryer temperature
Touchless flush action

Dryer arm can be extended

Functions and settings via remote control
Three user profiles can be programmed

Toilet flush can be started by remote control

Seat height adjustable in 2-cm increments from
41 to 53 cm
Special seat without lid
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Level Access Bathrooms
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Level Access Bathrooms
Our Level Access showers are the most popular
choice for our customers as they are the most
cost-effective solution to a Wet room featuring a
toughened tray that can withstand a wheelchair
user and carer, safety flooring to help prevent
slips, level access which helps to prevent and
reduce falls.

The level access shower can be made large enough to
accommodate a required turning circle for wheelchair users
and our showers are temperature controlled preventing users
from being burned or scolded.

We look to install a gravity waste drainage system which
is the most cost-effective drainage solution and prevents
maintenance issues in the future. Heating is key to a lot of our
service users who are elderly or feel the cold more due to their
illness/disability, we can look to install underfloor heating
where possible and we also use ladder style towel rails which
give out more heat.
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Accessible Bathrooms
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Accessible Bathrooms
Wet Rooms
The wet room is the ultimate showering experience.
The benefits in a wet room lie in the fact that we are
able to start the installation from scratch, allowing
us to tailor the showering area to suit our customers
individual needs.
Our many years of working alongside occupational
therapists means that we try to achieve the largest
showering area possible, giving the best long-term
solution to our customers. We offer a large choice of
designs and pride ourselves in combining style and
practicality in all of our wet room options.

Walk in Baths

Key Features








Wand-made fibre glass

Inward opening door for customers with
restricted hip, knee or leg movement

Anti-slip seat and floor to help prevent slips and
falls
Easy to use handle, ideal for customers with
restricted
hand movement

Unique to our walk-in baths-adjustable steel
frame
Fitted door with no leaks

We supply and install a full range of walk in baths.
All baths are fitted with blender mixing valves or
thermostatically controlled taps. As part of our walk-in
bath range we install high level care baths that include
all electrical works.
Our walk-in baths provide our customers with
the accessibility they need to bathe safely and
independently.
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Grab Rails
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Grab Rails
Bickford’s grab rail range offers a wide variety of styles
to ensure the appropriate level of support.

There are many benefits associated with installing grab
rails in your home, they can be put almost anywhere.
They provide support while you carry out tasks,
helping you to balance and stay upright without any
issues. They are a great addition to your home If you
need a little extra support while moving around.
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One of the main benefits of having grab rails in your
home is safety, they provide added protection when
moving around your home. They reduce the risk of
injury by acting as a support mechanism for anyone
who wants to use the bathroom, shower, or stairs, and
they can be installed almost anywhere.
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